UDUMA MALI to benefit from a grant from the GSMA

170.000 EUROS TO INVEST IN MOBILE-BASED CASHLESS PAYMENT FACILITIES

The newly created Malian company UDUMA MALI (subsidiary of the French group ODIAL SOLUTIONS) is one of the 12 grantees of round three of the GSMA Mobile for Development (M4D) Utilities Innovation Fund, supported by the UK Department for International Development (DFID) and Scaling Off-Grid Energy: A Grand Challenge for Development. “This €170.000 grant will be used to invest in mobile-based cashless payment facilities for a project that is going to provide 560.000 rural people with drinking water in the Sikasso region (Mali) for the 15 coming years”, explains Thierry BARBOTTE, Chairman of the ODIAL SOLUTIONS group and Director of UDUMA MALI. “In 2018, UDUMA MALI has entered into public service delegation contracts with the first 11 out of the 30 targeted municipalities.”

3 Malians out of 4 live in rural areas and provide themselves with drinking water by means of manual pumps. However, 1 pump out of 2 is regularly out of service. “This existing situation implies more time-consuming and exhausting water chores, has a high cost for the pump upkeep, affects the health conditions and contributes to the rural exodus”, states Nicolaas VAN DER WILK, Operations Manager of UDUMA MALI. Furthermore, boreholes made unusable by defective pumps represent nearly 66 billion CFA francs (100 million euros) in lost public investments.

MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES AT THE HEART OF THE UDUMA MODEL

The project, under the tutelage of the Malian Ministry for Energy and Water, is offering an alternative to this situation for the Sikasso region. The Malian local authorities are going to entrust the management and the operation of 1,400 water points equipped with manual pumps to the private operator UDUMA MALI. The operator guarantees a continuous water service (72-hour max downtime) for at least 15 years and renews a large part of the equipment.

UDUMA MALI will be charging a fixed user fee per consumed volume (500 CFA francs/m³, 0.76 euro). The water pumps will be equipped with digital water meters. The water service is provided by a caretaker (1 on each pump) and a mechanic (1 per 50 pumps), whose remunerations evolve with water consumptions. The new water service delivery model is expected to create small-scale income-generating activities for nearly 1,500 women in the Sikasso Region.

The GSMA M4D Utilities Innovation Fund grant will enable UDUMA MALI to deploy mobile-enabled devices for cashless revenue collection, combining Mobile Money and Near Field Communication (NFC) technologies. Nicolaas VAN DER WILK explains: “The M4D grant will be used to gain the required technological expertise, but also to spread awareness among the end-users on how to use these technologies. The grant-funding will absolutely help us jump-start operations in Mali”.

THE M4D UTILITIES INNOVATION FUND AND THE GSMA

The Mobile for Development Utilities Innovation Fund was launched in June 2013 to test and scale the use of mobile to improve or increase access to energy, water and sanitation services. Across three phases of funding, grants were competitively awarded to 53 organisations across Asia and Africa. Seed grants were awarded for early stage trials, Market Validation grants for scaling or replication of business models.

The GSMA represents the interests of mobile operators worldwide, uniting more than 750 operators with over 350 companies in the broader mobile ecosystem. The GSMA also produces the industry-leading MWC events held annually in Barcelona, Los Angeles and Shanghai, as well as the Mobile 360 Series of regional conferences.
UDUMA

Water is our most precious resource because it is vital to sustaining life. Access to drinking water is a fundamental right and is one of the pillars of the UN Sustainable Development Goals. One billion people around the world are however still deprived of access to safe drinking water, especially in rural areas.

UDUMA (subsidiary of the ODIAL SOLUTIONS Group) helps improve access to drinking water in rural areas by taking charge of water supply equipment and ensuring its proper operation and maintenance for 15 years.

UDUMA opens up an entirely new market in Africa: offering drinking water services in rural areas, accessible and affordable to all. A novel approach combined with innovative technologies make it possible to render sustainable quality water services in the most isolated areas while assuring a steady flow of revenues. Delivering basic services to rural populations in sub-Saharan Africa becomes a viable business.

ODIAL SOLUTIONS

ODIAL SOLUTIONS Group is specializing in the supply of services to remote areas in developing countries. Manufacturer, assembler and service provider, the ODIAL SOLUTIONS Group imagines, designs and implements sustainable solutions for populations across the world.

Created by the sale of VERGNET HYDRO by the VERGNET Group, the ODIAL SOLUTIONS Group benefits from 40 years of experience and references. It supplies water to 50 million people throughout the world. It is supported by a team of loyal, involved and committed employees whose experience and know-how are valued in many countries. It has a network of local, historical partners who are well-known, reactive, attentive to users and capable of intervening in the field where the population needs them.

Genuinely committed to development and approved as such by governments and international organizations, the ODIAL SOLUTIONS Group strives to be proactive; supplying innovating, quality solutions perfectly adapted to the environment and context they are used in.

At all levels of the Group, the protection of the environment and human values are a constant concern.

To know more:
www.uduma.net
www.odial-solutions.fr
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